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Modular Utility Representation for Decision-Theoretic PlanningMichael P. WellmanUSAF Wright LaboratoryWL/AAA-1Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433(513) 255-5800wellman@wl.wpafb.af.mil Jon DoyleMIT Laboratory for Computer Science545 Technology SquareCambridge, MA 02139(617) 253-3512doyle@zermatt.lcs.mit.eduAbstractSpeci�cation of objectives constitutes a cen-tral issue in knowledge representation forplanning. Decision-theoretic approaches re-quire that representations of objectives pos-sess a �rm semantics in terms of utility func-tions, yet provide the exible compositional-ity needed for practical preference modelingfor planning systems. Modularity, or sepa-rability in speci�cation, is the key represen-tational feature enabling this exibility. Inthe context of utility speci�cation, modular-ity corresponds exactly to well-known inde-pendence concepts from multiattribute util-ity theory, and leads directly to approachesfor composing separate preference speci�ca-tions. Ultimately, we seek to use this utility-theoretic account to justify and improve ex-isting mechanisms for speci�cation of prefer-ence information, and to develop new repre-sentations exhibiting tractable speci�cationand exible composition of preference crite-ria.1 REPRESENTING UTILITY FORPLANNINGAs generally conceived, the AI planning task aims touse beliefs about the world and predicted e�ects ofavailable actions to synthesize a course of action fur-thering some objectives. Decision-theoretic planning,which measures beliefs in terms of Bayesian probabil-ity and objectives in terms of expected utility, chal-lenges the architect of planning systems to design rep-resentation constructs that can be interpreted faith-fully in terms of probabilities and utilities, that canbe scaled to facilitate expression of general knowledgeabout broad domains, and that support computation-ally tractable inference about plans and partial plans.Multiple objectives, partially achievable objectives,and uncertainty about the e�ects of actions all pose

di�cult problems for traditional goal-based planningsystems. In themselves, goal conditions provide nomeans for resolving tradeo�s among competing ob-jectives or for expressing varying degrees of partialsatisfaction. Since these di�culties arise in most (ifnot all) realistic planning problems, builders of prac-tical planning systems commonly augment goal-basedrepresentations with heuristic measures of goal impor-tance, partial goal achievement, or other priority rela-tionships. These augmentations might assign, for ex-ample, numeric achievement values to individual goals,costs to individual actions, and penalties proportionalto the measured distance from a goal. The plannerthen combines them in some straightforward way (e.g.,achievement values minus costs minus penalties) toevaluate an overall plan. Although such ad hoc mecha-nisms might provide reasonable performance in partic-ular planning systems, they typically lack any precisemeaning, and so provide neither a basis for evaluatingtheir coherence and appropriateness for other problemdomains, nor a justi�cation for the inference opera-tions and choices executed by the underlying planningarchitecture.In contrast, interpreting speci�cations of objectives interms of decision-theoretic preferences permits the de-signers of planning systems to judge both the coher-ence of the objectives and the e�ectiveness of the plan-ning system in furthering these objectives. But deci-sion theory per se does not address the problem ofdesigning convenient representations for preference, orits corresponding measure, utility. Applying the con-cepts of decision theory directly (as in decision analy-sis) requires specifying a utility function over the en-tire domain, ranking plan results by their desirabil-ity in any conceivable planning situation. This placesunwarranted burdens on the modeler, since di�erentfeatures of the situation are relevant with respect todecisions made at di�erent levels of abstraction or atintermediate stages of plan synthesis. To make utilityspeci�cations more convenient, we seek modular rep-resentations that separately specify preference infor-mation concerning particular factors, so that we candynamically combine those factors deemed relevant to236



a particular problem and level of abstraction.The following builds a framework for modular speci-�cation of utilities on �rm decision-theoretic founda-tions. We begin by presenting our view of modularityin knowledge representation as speci�cation of exiblycomposable model elements. Next, we present somebackground material on multiattribute utility theoryprerequisite to our account of modular utility speci�-cation. We then demonstrate the correspondence be-tween separability in speci�cation and well-establishedindependence concepts from utility theory, and exhibitthe consequences of the theory for composition oper-ations on utility representations. We conclude with asummary discussion of related issues and work.2 MODULARITY AND MODELCOMPOSITIONAI planning distinguishes itself from other approachesto automated decision making by emphasizing compo-sitional synthesis of a course of action from primitiveaction elements (i.e., operators) together with speci-�cations of the e�ects of each of these primitive ele-ments in isolation. To synthesize a composite plan, aplanner must determine the overall e�ects of the com-posite plan as a modular combination of the e�ects ofits constituent actions. Modular speci�cation of e�ectsis essential to giving planners the freedom to composeprimitives as necessary. But modular speci�cation ofplanning objectives is equally important. Access topreferences regarding speci�c outcome features (with-out specifying them over complete outcomes) is essen-tial when it is impossible or infeasible to characterizethe entire outcome space in advance, when di�erentfeatures are relevant for di�erent decision problems,and when preferences for particular aspects of the out-come depend on background context.For example, consider the problem of planning large-scale military transportation operations. At a highlevel, we might consider monetary costs and whetherthe speci�ed movement requirements are met, whereasa more detailed analysis would consider the timelinessof cargo movements, the amount and type of cargomoved, stress on transportation resources, and safety.When making isolated decisions about parts of the op-eration (the usual case), it often proves advantageousto treat resource reservations that impact the rest ofthe plan as part of the outcome, and to summarize thevalue of those resources as opportunity costs.Assessing a global utility function covering all of theseoutcome features and their subconcepts seems imprac-tical. We believe it more reasonable to specify utilityfunctions over individual features or small groups offeatures, combining these as needed for making trade-o�s in decision problems involving sets of features.For example, we might have a measure of the value

of moving various types of cargo and a relation de-scribing the tradeo� between monetary cost and tar-diness for particular movement classes. When facedwith a particular decision problem, the planner assem-bles the relevant outcome features and correspondingutility speci�cations, then constructs a comprehensiveutility model by composing the individual utilities.1To realize this approach, we must develop interpreta-tions for isolated preference speci�cations, and meth-ods for de�ning composition operators and composingselected partial speci�cations. Fortunately, utility the-orists have developed a rich framework for analyzingthe composition of utility functions over multiple at-tributes, motivated by the need to simplify assessmenteven when attributes are �xed in advance.2 We can ex-ploit this theory for more exible utility representationas well, both to make sense of modular speci�cationsand to determine the appropriate form of compositionoperators. In the remainder of this paper, we presentthe relevant utility theory, and demonstrate its appli-cation to the problem of exible composition of mod-ular utility speci�cations.3 PREFERENCES AND UTILITYFUNCTIONSUtility theory starts with the notion of preferencesover outcomes (Keeney and Rai�a, 1976). Outcomesrepresent the possible consequences of the agent's de-cisions. In the planning context, an outcome mightbe taken to be the state resulting from execution ofa plan, or perhaps an entire history of instantaneousstates over the lifetime of the agent. To provide an ad-equate basis for decision, the set 
 of (mutually incom-patible) possible outcomes must distinguish all conse-quences that the agent cares about and are possiblya�ected by its actions. We de�ne the agent's prefer-ences by a total preorder (a complete, reexive, andtransitive relation), ��, over possible outcomes, calledthe preference order.Given a few topological restrictions on ��, the pref-erence order can be captured by an order-preserving,real-valued utility function, u. The function u repre-sents �� in the sense that outcomes can be ranked bycomparing the numeric values of the utility function1The task of dynamically constructing decision mod-els for particular problem instances from general do-main knowledge is gaining increasing attention from re-searchers (Wellman et al., 1992). Most of the work todate concerns probabilistic modeling, but some addressesthe equally important problem of generating utility mod-els (Haddawy and Hanks, 1990; Loui, 1990).2Researchers in multiattribute utility theory tend to re-fer to decomposition rather than composition because theylook to assess a �xed outcome space in a top-down manner,rather than the bottom-up assembly of primitive utilityspeci�cations.237



applied to those outcomes, with ! �� !0 i� u(!) �u(!0) for !; !0 2 
. However, the utility-function rep-resentation is not unique. If u(!) � u(!0), then itmust also be the case that '(u(!)) � '(u(!0)), forany monotonically increasing function '. Since theyrepresent the same preference order|and thus wouldsanction identical decisions (under certainty)|we saythat u and ' � u are strategically equivalent.When there is uncertainty, plans inuence outcomesonly probabilistically, and we must represent the an-ticipated result of a plan by a probability distributionover 
, or prospect, and extend �� to order prospects.The central result of utility theory is a representationtheorem that establishes (given some restrictions on��) the existence of a utility function u : 
 ! R suchthat preference over prospects is represented by theexpectation of u over those prospects. The key pointhere is that u is de�ned over outcomes alone; the ex-tension to prospects via expectation is a consequenceof the axioms of probability and utility (Savage, 1972).As in the deterministic case, the utility-functionrepresentation for a preference order over uncertainprospects is not unique. However, monotone trans-formations do not generally preserve expectation or-derings, and hence the class of strategically equivalentfunctions is more limited in the uncertain case. Specif-ically, expected utility functions3 are unique up to apositive linear transformation. That is, for positivelinear function  (i.e.,  (x) = ax+ b, a > 0), the util-ity functions u and  � u are strategically equivalent.In principle, we could avoid utility functions altogetherand perform decision-theoretic reasoning directly interms of preference orders, but numeric representa-tions o�er distinct advantages in compactness and an-alytic manipulability. Multiattribute utility theory ex-ploits these advantages as far as possible, by decom-posing complex outcome spaces into modular struc-tures and specifying complex utility functions in termsof combinations of lower-dimension functions.4 MULTIATTRIBUTE OUTCOMESIn realistic decision situations, there are commonlymany objectives, and hence an outcome would rep-resent a highly complex set of features describing theplan's result. In utility theory, preference-relevant fea-tures of an outcome are called attributes, and a sub-stantial body of work has been devoted to relatingpreference on individual attributes to preference forcomplex outcomes. The �rst requirement for sepa-rating overall preference into that for individual at-tributes is some structure on the outcome space. Thisstructure is provided by a framing, which de�nes a3Henceforth, we assume the more general, uncertain,case, and refer exclusively to utility functions that exhibitthe expectation property.

multiattribute representation of the given outcomespace (Wellman and Doyle, 1991). A framing repre-sents each outcome ! as a vector h!1; : : : ; !ni of at-tributes, where each outcome attribute !i is drawnfrom an attribute space Ai. The framing thus viewsthe set of outcomes 
 as a subset of the multiattributespace A = Qni=1 Ai. In the following, we assume thatevery attribute vector corresponds to some outcome,that is, that the attributes characterize the outcomesexactly.4Given a particular framing, the utility function over 
can be expressed as a multi-dimensional function overA. The modularity advantages of the multiattributerepresentation accrue if this multi-dimensional func-tion can in turn be decomposed into some regular com-bination of lower dimension subutility functions, eachrepresenting preferences over one or more attributes.5 SEPARABILITY AND UTILITYINDEPENDENCEIndirect speci�cation of a multi-dimensional functionas a combination of functions of lower dimension de-pends on separability of the various dimensions. In thecontext of utility theory, we are further concerned thatthe lower-dimension functions themselves have somemeaningful interpretation in terms of preferences, ide-ally that they be considered subutility functions insome sense. What, then, does it mean to say thatui is a subutility function for attribute i? We can an-swer this question in terms of invariance of decisions,or strategic equivalence.If we wish to interpret ui : Ai ! R as a utility func-tion, then it must correspond to some preference or-der, ��i, over prospects involving Ai. To talk sensi-bly about preferences over Ai without referring to theremainder of the outcome vector, preferences for at-tribute i must be invariant in some sense with respectto the other attributes. If we indeed specify an entireutility function for that attribute, we are uniquely de-termining ��i, and in e�ect determining all decisionsinvolving that attribute, assuming that all others are�xed. In other words, ui determines the optimal deci-sion (or decisions, in case of ties) for all choices involv-ing prospects where outcomes di�er only in attributei. Moreover, this decision does not depend on what�xed values the other attributes take.This invariance property is a fundamental concept inmultiattribute utility theory, called utility indepen-dence (UI) (Keeney and Rai�a, 1976).4For our purposes here (although not for other pur-poses (Wellman and Doyle, 1991)), we can safely satisfythis assumption by padding the outcome space and ex-tending the preference order in a manner consistent withother given constraints.238



De�nition 1 (UI) One attribute is utility indepen-dent (UI)5 of the remaining attributes if preferencesfor prospects over this attribute, holding other attributevalues �xed, do not depend on the �xed values of thoseattributes.We can generalize this to UI between two sets of at-tributes by considering prospects where attributes inthe �rst set vary and those in the second set are �xed.Note that UI is not symmetric|for instance, whenn = 3, it is quite possible that fA1g be UI of fA2; A3g,but fA2; A3g not be UI of fA1g.Utility independence appears to be a minimal require-ment for modular speci�cation of preferences. Thereason is that without implicitly invoking UI relation-ships, it is generally not coherent to refer to prefer-ences on individual outcome features via subutilityfunctions. If we accept the view that specifying prop-erties of subutility functions on individual features orsmall groups of features is the essence of modularity,we �nd that extensive application of utility indepen-dence is pragmatically unavoidable.Fortunately, the UI condition justi�es some strong sep-arability results, leading to well-structured utility rep-resentations. The separable form of a utility func-tion over UI attributes follows directly from the in-variance condition. Suppose n = 2, and A1 is UI ofA2. The overall utility is a function of both attributes,u : A1 � A2 ! R. We know from the UI conditionthat the conditional utility function u(�; !02) where thesecond attribute is �xed at the constant value !02 mustbe strategically equivalent (with respect to the �rst at-tribute) to the conditional utility function correspond-ing to any other value. Because utility is unique up toa positive linear transformation, this implies, for util-ity conditioned on !002 , thatu(!1; !002 ) = au(!1; !02) + bfor some constants a > 0 and b. Indeed, such a rela-tionship must hold for any value !2 2 A2, althoughthe a and b parameters may depend on !2. This ob-servation yields a general form for the overall utilityfunction,u(!1; !2) = g(!2)u(!1; !02) + h(!2):De�ning the subutility function u1(!1) as u(!1; !02),for the particular constant !02, we haveu(!1; !2) = g(!2)u1(!1) + h(!2): (1)In fact, the functions g and h can also be expressed interms of conditional utility functions for attribute 2,with the �rst attribute �xed at particular values. (SeeKeeney and Rai�a (1976, Chapter 5) for the details ofthis decomposition.)5We use the same abbreviation for both noun and ad-jective forms of the concept.

6 MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITYFORMSThe development above establishes the separability ofan attribute subset from its complement in the fram-ing, when UI holds. In framings with many attributes,we would expect to have partial preference informationin the form of subutility functions (hence implicit UIconditions) corresponding to a variety of attribute sub-sets and individual attributes. When certain patternsof UI hold over the entire multiattribute space, generalforms for the overall utility function follow. There aretwo elementary forms of multiattribute decomposition,in both of which the overall utility function can be ex-pressed as a modular combination of single-attributesubutility functions.6In the multilinear decomposition, the n-dimensionalutility function is separable into n� 1 subutility func-tions for individual attributes, with perhaps one other(which we take to be the �rst, without loss of general-ity) not expressible as a subutility,u(!1; : : : ; !n) = f(!1; u2(!2); : : : ; un(!n)):The form is called multilinear because the function fis linear in each argument save the �rst, holding theremaining arguments �xed. It is a valid decompositionas long as each attribute (except possibly the �rst) isUI of the rest, that is, has preferences validly expressedas a subutility function. The disadvantage of the mul-tilinear form is that it requires that we specify O(2n)parameters (called scaling constants) in addition to thesingle-attribute functions.The multiplicative form corresponds to the sum orproduct of the subutility functions, each weighted bya scaling constant. Since this form requires only O(n)parameters, it is far easier to specify (i.e., more modu-lar) than the multilinear form. The price paid for thissimplicity is that each subset of the attributes mustbe UI of its complement. Of course, we could not ex-pect to have explicit UI assertions or subutilities corre-sponding to all subsets; specifying these would defeatthe purpose of modularity anyway. Fortunately, theutility independence of some sets of attributes oftenentails the UI of related sets. The theory of UI rela-tions provides a basis for deriving the most modularform corresponding to a given set of fundamental in-dependence relations.The basic mechanism for deriving new separabilityconditions from a set of UI relations is based on aresult originally due to Gorman (1968). Suppose wehave two attribute sets, each UI of its complement,6The decompositions actually require a slightly weakercondition than UI, called generalized utility independence(GUI) (Keeney and Rai�a, 1976) or autonomy (von Sten-gel, 1988). In the following discussion, we continue to ap-peal to UI, since the preferential interpretation of subutilityfunctions implicitly invokes the stronger concept.239



with a nonempty intersection, Y . We can write the�rst set as X [ Y and the second as Y [ Z, with X ,Y , and Z disjoint attribute sets. Then it follows thatall combinations of these sets|X , Y , Z, X [ Z, andX [ Y [ Z|are also UI7 of their respective comple-ments. From this fact, we see that a small number ofUI conditions for overlapping attribute sets can implic-itly entail a large number of independence relations.7 MODULAR COMPOSITION OFUTILITY FUNCTIONSThe general utility-model composition problem is asfollows. Suppose we are given a collection of subu-tility functions and other preference information in-volving attributes from a given framing.8 Taking theexistence of subutility functions to implicitly assert acorresponding UI condition, our task is to �nd a mod-ular composition of these subutilities into an overallutility function. In doing so, we exploit the UI condi-tions entailed by those implicit in the given subutilityfunctions according to the rule described above.First, note that determining the form of the overallutility function is not simply a matter of verifyingwhether the given UI conditions collectively justifyan n-attribute multiplicative or multilinear decomposi-tion. There is actually a structural continuum betweenthese forms, de�ned by the space of hierarchical de-compositions in which each node is a multiplicative ormultilinear function of some partition of the attributeset. For example, with n = 5, the top-level decompo-sition might be a multilinear combination of the formu(!1; : : : ; !5) = f(!1; u2(!2); u3;4;5(!3; !4; !5));and u3;4;5 might be recursively decomposable as a mul-tiplicative combination of its three attributes.In fact, there exists a unique decomposition hierarchy,or utility tree, corresponding to any set of UI condi-tions (Gorman, 1968; von Stengel, 1988). Moreover,we can derive this tree from a given set of UI premiseswithout enumerating all of the UI relationships thatfollow from these premises. We have developed an al-gorithm (to be reported in detail elsewhere) that com-putes the decomposition hierarchy corresponding to anarbitrary collection of UI assertions in an incremen-tal manner, permitting a \structural sensitivity anal-ysis" of the implications of additional UI axioms orsubutility functions. The basic ideas in the algorithmfollow from the constructive demonstration of the de-7Technically, only in the generalized sense noted above.8A more exible approach would be to construct theframing dynamically based on attributes for which we havepreferential information. In this discussion, we abstractfrom the problem of de�ning the framing, as well as thatof obtaining the subutility functions, although both arecritical steps in utility model composition.

composition theorems by Gorman (1968), Keeney andRai�a (1976), and von Stengel (1988).8 AN EXAMPLETo illustrate the hierarchical structure of a multiat-tribute utility function, we adduce an example fromthe transportation domain. The attributes and inde-pendence relations we employ are selected purely forexpository purposes and are not intended to representreal salience or independence in this domain.Suppose we are considering alternate modes of trans-portation for a particular cargo movement, sayM . Toevaluate the results of this movement, we might con-sider the following outcome attributes: (1) amount ofbulk cargo transported in M , (2) monetary expensesassociated with M , (3) tardiness of M with respectto some target arrival time, (4) opportunity costs as-sociated with vehicles employed in M , (5) opportu-nity costs of facilities (e.g., warehouses, loading equip-ment) employed in M , (6) human resources (e.g., ve-hicle crews) used in M , and (7) safety. In a moreconcrete instance, these attributes would be directlyassociated with particular resource and cargo types.Suppose further that we have preference informationabout these attributes in the form of subutility func-tions. Let ui;j;::: denote the subutility function corre-sponding to attributes i; j; : : : in the numbering above.In our example, suppose that we have (given or per-haps derived from some more fundamental informa-tion) the subutility functions:u1; u2;3; u2;4;5;6; u4;5; and u7:That is, we have subutility functions for the individualattributes bulk cargo movement and safety, and jointsubutility functions describing the tradeo� betweenmonetary expenses and tardiness, as well as amongmonetary expenses and the various resource costs. Wealso have a speci�cation of the particular tradeo� be-tween vehicle and facility resource usage.We interpret the existence of these subutility functionsas implicitly asserting UI between the domain of eachfunction and the rest of the attributes. These UI con-ditions, in turn, lead to a unique utility tree describingthe modular composition of these subutilities into anoverall utility function. Figure 1 depicts the tree cor-responding to the subutility functions listed above.At the top level, the utility function is a multilin-ear combination of the given subutilities u1 and u7,along with a joint subutility function for the remain-ing attributes. This in turn is composed of subutili-ties u2, u3, and u4;5;6, none of which are among thoseoriginally speci�ed. However, all of the leaf subutili-ties are derivable from the originals given the impliedUI conditions.9 For example, u2 and u3 are condi-9As are many of the necessary scaling constants.240



multilinear

multiplicative(1) bulk cargo (7) safety

(2) expenses (3) tardiness multilinear

(4) vehicles
(5) facilities

(6) human resourcesFigure 1: The utility tree for the transportation ex-ample. Except for human resources, each of the leavescorresponds to a separable subutility function.tioned versions of u2;3, obtained by �xing attributes 3and 2, respectively, at arbitrary levels. These are in-deed subutilities|hence the freedom in choosing con-ditioning values|by virtue of the UI relations implicitin the overlapping UI index sets f2; 3g and f2; 4; 5; 6g.If in fact u2;3 is not separable, then this subutilityfunction is incompatible with the existence of subutil-ity u2;4;5;6.10 Finally, the subutility u4;5;6 is separablevia a two-attribute multilinear form. This compositioncorresponds to the UI form (Equation (1)) separatingf4; 5g from f6g. Note that f6g is not UI of f4; 5g, andtherefore preference for attribute 6 is not expressibleas a subutility. And note also that attributes 4 and 5are not separable; the utility tree employs the jointsubutility u4;5.9 CONCLUSIONSIn summary, we have argued that modularity is anessential feature of utility representation for decision-theoretic planning, and that separate speci�cation ofutility for isolated outcome features is tantamount toan assertion of utility independence. The indepen-dence relations implicit in a collection of modular util-ity components dictate the form in which they shouldbe composed to de�ne an overall utility function. Cus-tomized utility models can be constructed dynami-cally to reect the relevant factors in a particular de-cision situation via bottom-up composition accordingto rules of multiattribute utility theory.When the modular preference speci�cations are par-tial (i.e., not complete subutility functions), the cor-responding invariance property implicit in the sepa-ration is generally weaker than utility independence.For example, specifying only ordinal subutilities (e.g.,monotonicity conditions) is tantamount to preferentialindependence, another well-known concept of utility10The problem of dealing with overconstrained or other-wise inconsistent utility speci�cations is an important issuein utility composition but beyond the scope of this paper.

theory. In principle, we could extend this analysis tocover a broad spectrum of independence concepts witha variety of implications for utility composition.Our investigation is in the spirit of analogous anal-yses relating modularity and probabilistic indepen-dence (Heckerman, 1990; Heckerman and Horvitz,1988; Wellman, 1990). In both cases, we must in-voke independence to justify scalable representationschemes, and we may exploit the independence rela-tions to de�ne valid composition rules. Utility treescan be viewed as an analog of probabilistic dependencegraphs, the underlying basis for the most prevalentmodeling scheme for probabilistic reasoning (Char-niak, 1991; Pearl, 1988).The notion of incremental utility speci�cation andcombination has also been advocated by Loui (1989;1990). Our analysis serves to determine when suchcombination is sanctioned by utility theory, and toconstrain the form that it might take. It may alsobe reasonable to heuristically apply modular combi-nation rules when they are not theoretically justi�ed,as the computational bene�ts may outweigh the costof potential errors.We are currently attempting to incorporate these ideasin the design of a scheme for utility representation tobe used as part of common Knowledge RepresentationSpeci�cation Language for the DARPA/Rome Labo-ratory initiative on Transportation Planning. The ex-perience gained in using these techniques to build asubstantial KB for use by several research groups willbe invaluable in developing more re�ned representa-tions for decision-theoretic planning.AcknowledgmentsOur investigation of this topic arose from an e�ort todesign a general utility representation for transporta-tion planning. We have bene�ted from collaborationswith the other members of this project: Jack Breese,Tom Dean, and Max Henrion. We are also grate-ful to Ron Loui and Bernhard von Stengel for pastdiscussions about central aspects of this work. JonDoyle is supported by the USAF Rome Laboratoryand DARPA under contract F30602-91-C-0018, and byNational Institutes of Health Grant No. R01 LM04493from the National Library of Medicine.References(Charniak, 1991) Eugene Charniak. Bayesian net-works without tears. AI Magazine, pages 50{63,Winter 1991.(Gorman, 1968) W. M. Gorman. The structure of util-ity functions. Review of Economic Studies, 35:367{390, 1968.(Haddawy and Hanks, 1990) Peter Haddawy andSteve Hanks. Issues in decision-theoretic planning:241
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